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District Councilor’s Report July 2022 

Hello everyone, 
 
Some of this has been covered in the Village Magazine but due to limited space the 
Editors could not include all my report so here is a more complete report I gave to 
the Parish council meeting and a bit more information that just dropped into my e 
mail inbox. 
  
What a lovely time everyone had while celebrating the Queens Platinum Jubilee and 
well done everyone who helped with events. 
 
If you didn’t enjoy it, please give me a call and I will be pleased to hear any 
complaints so that we can try to get it right when we come together in the 
village for more celebrations. 
 
It was great to meet up with new residents and I would like to formally welcome all of 
them to Debden & Debden Green and wish you a happy life here. It’s a lovely place 
which I appreciate, speaking from a lifetime of experience. 
 
The next item to report on is the stance UDC Cllrs took over the matter of the 
expansion of Stansted airport. 
  
Around the time I was elected in 2019 I toured the area of Wimbish & Debden talking 
to residents. One theme that repeatedly came up in conversations was opposition to 
the expansion of Stansted Airport to allow it to handle 43m passengers annually. So, 
when I was elected, I had the best knowledge I could get about what was on your 
minds and so I voted against the expansion even knowing that it might incur costs if 
we were to lose the case. The costs as part of due diligence were budgeted for. 
 
We did lose, and we are required to pay costs. UDC have the money but having 
taken more Legal advice from our QC we are making an offer on those costs. 
 
The Scrutiny committee are also reviewing the whole process we undertook to see if 
UDC Cllrs thinking was sound at the time we voted, and a report will be out soon. 
I trust the majority of you are content that I acted professionally in the best interests 
of our community and will continue to support me in the future as I make difficult 
decisions on your behalf. 
  
In the 3 years I have been an elected member of Uttlesford I started out being 
volunteered by R4U as a member of the Governance, Audit and Performance 
Committee. GAP for short. 



 
I guess you like me would shy away from this sort of boring committee but after 3 
years I can report that it’s been a very interesting experience and one I and you can 
benefit from. 
 
With a new Leader of UDC this year and a reshuffle of UDC Cllrs I have again been 
“volunteered”, This time it was for the Scrutiny committee. I have only been to one 
meeting so far but found that to be very enlightening and interesting and once again 
of great benefit. 
 
Communication does not always work at UDC especially regarding Planning matters. 
Residents were reporting to me that e mails go unanswered and the phone just rings 
and messages not acted on. Now things are getting better. 
 
That brings me on to appraise my relationship with you as Residents and my Role as 
your District Councillor and one of seven Parish Cllrs.  
 
For a start the majority of the Parish Ward & the Parish voted me to serve in both 
positions.  
 
I have heard it said at a past Parish Council meeting that there is a conflict of interest 
serving by on both councils. I had an open mind on that but now with experience 
behind me I can firmly disagree with that mindset. 
 
I am part of the PC and bring to the table a lot of experience and I am doing 
business in the best interest of the Parish. With other Cllrs we are running the 
community and trying to show some Leadership such as we have done over the 
Jubilee weekend events. I hope ALL residents understand and respect that whether 
you voted for us or not. 
 
Then I come on to my Role as a District Councillor where I act in the Ward of 
Debden & Wimbish on a wider range of matters the likes of which I mentioned 
earlier. 
 
It must be understood that I step out of my PC position occasionally such as giving a 
DC report at the PC meeting. Its then that represent and support the residents of my 
Ward as I think fit. For that I hope you will understand and give me respect when on 
occasions I am being a “Critical Friend” to you.    
 
 
At the PC meeting I did talk about UDC unable to find suitable recruits for some jobs 
recruitment seems a problem in many industries now. 
 
I am starting to engage with young people with possible Skate-Jams taking place 
around Uttlesford. 
 
We ALL should be trying to deal with Climate Change by making changes to our 
lifestyle and reducing pollution and increasing air quality and our health. 
 



You may have seen me with a PCSO in Debden recently and I hope more visits to 
my Ward will occur in future. On this day they supported Speed-watch. 
   
 
This news comes from the Uttlesford District Council CEO. 
 

 
To address the obvious questions - why, what impact, and what do I mean by ‘indicative 
timetable’ - let me offer: 
  
Why?  This new timetable is to allow us to explore an important new series of site 
opportunities that were not previously on the table from the call for sites.  As explored 
recently at Scrutiny – and on which I am extremely grateful for wholehearted cross-party 
support – there is a difference between a delay against an agreed timetable because we 
weren’t ready and a revised timetable because circumstances have materially changed, and 
we would all be better off allowing more time to address big new positive opportunities.  This 
new timetable is because of the latter.  It does also allow us more time to polish and refine 
the vast bulk of valuable and robust work already undertaken, but that is a fringe benefit, not 
a decisive driving factor.  I cannot make public what the new sites are at this stage, as there 
is a legitimate expectation on the part of the landowner that their ongoing discussions with 
us are in confidence at this stage.  Clearly that will need to change ahead of the new 
Regulation 18 proposed date in November.  It is right and proper that post the call for sites 
stage that we continued a dialogue with major landowners precisely in case of an eventuality 
like this, and those conversations remain ongoing both with this and other major 
landowners.  Local Plans are necessarily in many ways an inexact and fluid process – the 
ownership of land changes, and landowner positions change – and we all have to make the 
best of where we are rather imagining that anyone is in full control of the wider 
situation.  The opportunity that has prompted this new timetable is so materially potentially 
positive as to be worth it – into the low number of thousands of possible homes that were not 
previously on the table either in our draft Reg 18 nor in the last Local Plan.  Whilst it may not 
come to fruition – there are few guarantees in life – it is a sufficiently positive prospect and 



game-changingly potentially positive as to be worth this new timetable, which I would be 
otherwise loathed to contemplate. 
  
Impact?  Taking longer to get a Local Plan in place is in no-one’s interest, so this is a 
judgment about whether the delay is worth the potential prize.  Those handful I have already 
briefed have all asked ‘what about the Government’s timetable requirements?’ so let me 
address that.  We have not yet got a clear indication from the Government about their view 
of the new timetable, but I am content that our rationale is so demonstrably strong that they 
will fully understand, and that any unintended consequences of a negative reaction from 
Government are of a sufficiently low likelihood and/or of a manageable scale to make this 
risk one well worth taking overall, because of the scale of the potential positive prize – ie 
potentially a low number of thousand homes that we might well now not need to allocate in 
less suitable sites which were previously on the table. 
  
Indicative timetable?  Let me be honest – the last thing I want to do is keep shifting the 
goal posts and undermine my own credibility by bringing you constantly changing 
timetables.  I am though calling this an indicative timetable because our new Planning 
Director, Dean Hermitage, starts with us the week after next.  He will need to fully own the 
timetable, and I want him to have his first month to ‘kick the tyres’ of the detailed project plan 
and timings behind these headline dates.  He will in his first few weeks be stress testing 
assumptions about whether various stages need four weeks or six weeks, whether various 
stages can be done simultaneously or in sequence, or indeed whether all essential stages 
are included, and all non-essential elements potentially shrunk or discarded.  I would 
therefore aim for this indicative timetable to be made more solid by the end of July – and 
obviously I hope that isn’t going to lead to any further material changes. 
  
Finally, an important note from me around process going forwards.  We need to be thorough, 
systematic, and organised in how we handle the very many legitimate questions, concerns 
and perspectives that you as members have both on your own account and in making 
entirely appropriate representations on behalf of your constituents.  The scattergun tactic of 
all member emails and subsequent reply-all responses is incredibly difficult to track and 
ensure that important points are not lost or left unaddressed.  It has also grown to the 
industrial scale where servicing it, because of how unfocused and often repetitious it is, is 
materially distracting a small team of officers from getting the Local Plan right.  I think the 
right way to organise this and ensure that all of your representations are properly, carefully 
and appropriately considered and handled is to ask all Cllrs to start channelling their 
issues through the members of the Local Plan Leadership Group.  The LPLG is a 
cross-party group, so all 39 members have trusted colleagues sitting on it, and we need to 
trust them to do their job in critically overseeing the development of the Local Plan 
content.  Obviously all 39 members will need to be content at the key milestones when we 
bring things to vote, but we simply cannot manage a process this big, complex, and 
important by what is increasingly feeling like a committee of 39 people that convenes every 
time someone reaches for their keyboard. 
  
That must stop please, and order must be restored.  For example, please let’s not have 
several ‘reply all’ email chains starting from this email, that cross each other in the ether and 
end up creating an industry to keep track of, whilst simultaneously confusing everybody, and 
end up annoying half of you because at some point you asked a question that someone 
missed responding to.  You all have Group Leaders and/or planning leads, and you have 
representatives on the LPLG (and in timetable terms, you also have reps on Scrutiny) – so 
please work through them. 
  
I am acutely conscious that you may feel like I am constraining you, but I am I hope you will 
see instead and in genuine good faith trying to do the opposite and to serve you and your 
concerns better.  The public interest will also be better served by this approach – LPLG 



meetings are generally held in public, and often with public speakers in the room as well as 
others watching intently via the home broadcast system (as is Scrutiny).  This new, more 
organised approach will be much more transparent than the mass flurry of disjointed emails, 
which are not visible or at all easy to follow, and which are distracting from clear and 
transparent accountability rather than enhancing it. 
  
Differences of perspective and opinion on the Local Plan amongst our 39 members are 
important and genuine, but there is one thing that all 39 of you and every single officer 
involved share, and that is I believe an understanding that the best hope for improving and 
safeguarding the future of our district is to have the best possible Local Plan in place, and a 
more effective handling of the differences must stop undermining that shared objective, so I 
thank you for your patience and understanding – and both the compliance with this new 
approach and your understanding of the necessity of this new timetable. 
  
We will be announcing this new timetable to key stakeholders over the next day or so. 
  
Peter Holt 
  
(Peter did explain that Debden airfield would be a big brown field site suitable for housing but 
as the MOD have not added it to the list for sites that is not one of the sites being 
considered.) 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 
As you can see from that THE LOCAL PLAN IS VERY IMPORTANT AND YOU SHOULD 
MAKE YOUR THOUGHTS KNOWN TO ME OR THE LPLG. 

 
Lastly here is some hot off the press good news: 
 
Dear all, 
I hope you are well. 
  
This is just a short introductory note to let you know that I have now taken up the role of 
Director of Planning at UDC (after what seemed like an interminable notice period in my 
previous post). I must say that our HR onboarding and IT set up went very smoothly, so 
thank you for that. 
  
I join from DLUHC, where I was Deputy Director for Planning, supporting the government’s 
Chief Planner and providing planning advice to the Secretary of State and other Ministers. 
Prior to that I spent 17 years in local government steering the planning departments at LB 
Haringey and Southend on Sea. 
  
I am looking forward to working with you on our local plan journey, and ensuring that we 
make robust, defensible planning decisions on the applications side. I am from Chelmsford 
and know parts of the district (mainly the touristy parts) and will be getting out-and-about 
whenever I can to familiarise myself with the areas I haven’t yet visited. 
  
On Wednesday, I had an introductory meeting with Cllr Evans, and yesterday evening I 
attended Local Plan Scrutiny, where I met several councillors. I will be meeting with the 
Leader next week and look forward to meeting the Planning Chair, Vice Chair and Planning 
Committee, Cabinet, LPLG and other Councillors in due course. 
  
In the meantime, I hope you have a pleasant weekend. 
  



Kind regards, 
Dean Hermitage MA Mgeog MRTPI (he/him) 
Director of Planning UDC 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 

Bye for now! 
 

Cllr Stewart Luck  

Cllrluck@uttlesford.gov.uk 

Mob: 07974 188395 
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